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/lgbt/ - Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender

[Post a Reply]
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File: image.jpg (60 KB, 479x328)
Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:01:12 No.25754177 >>25754238

>>25754383 >>25754414 >>25755810 >>25756354 >>25757619 >>25757637

>>25757693 >>25757822 >>25758110

>be nonbinary
>go to event for "women and nonbinary"
>blatantly obvious that everyone is uncomfortable with my
presence

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:07:46 No.25754238
>>25754252 >>25754264 >>25754276

>>25754177 (OP)
Are you a man nonbinary or a woman nonbinary?

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:08:54 No.25754250

Lol

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:09:22 No.25754252

>>25754238
Don't mind me, just waiting on OP's answer to see if I should take this post seriously or not.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:10:08 No.25754264
File: bb237c58af62d0886ab6f29fd(...).jpg (10 KB, 184x184)

>>25754238
>women and womeme
event
>everyone is
uncomfortable

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:11:15 No.25754273 >>25754376

File: 20220503_091656.jpg (87 KB, 675x900)

Ya i mean is it really that hard for u to take a hint? it's an event for afabs. amabs
always trying to force their way in everywhere. god.
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Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:11:29 No.25754276 >>25757565

>>25754238
very obviously a man with they/them pronouns, op's autistic and didn't realize "women and nonbinary"
meant women and women with blue hair

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:24:09 No.25754376

>>25754273
you should be locked up in a mental asylum for using a fucking hamilton reaction image

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:24:51 No.25754383

>>25754177 (OP)
Nonbinary means special woman

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)06:28:39 No.25754414
File: 41dtdxxk5z731.png (101 KB, 546x548)

>>25754177 (OP)
Why does this look like a
photoshopped shitbull?
Also, "women and nonbinary"
means "rape victims only"

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)07:46:12 No.25755060 >>25757475

Men can't be non binary

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)09:30:50 No.25755810 >>25757475

>>25754177 (OP)
When women say non binary they just mean women+

Card !jHyPHNoKGY 05/12/22(Thu)10:47:38 No.25756284 >>25756302 >>25756319 >>25756371 >>25757725

>>25757771 >>25758056 >>25758773

File: IMG_20220416_170959_506~2.jpg (77 KB, 826x1102)

>be me, Card [they/them]
March
>go to "slam poetry night for women and nonbinaries"
>blatantly obvious that everyone is uncomfortable with my presence
>am gently asked not to go up during open-mic time
April
>"slam poetry night for women and nonbinaries" happening again month later
>show up in a skirt, go up on stage and break out a box of loose notes of stuff I

scraped from /lit/ poetry threads during open mic
>bring jacked, 6'5", bearded mate [she/her] with me to take photos
May
>"slam poetry night for women and nonbinaries" has been cancelled for some reason

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)10:49:39 No.25756302

>>25756284
Based God.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)10:52:24 No.25756319 >>25756346

>>25756284
The cowardice is so sad. They should just be honest and say "XX chromosomes only".

Ayden !!KlBNGT/4uNG 05/12/22(Thu)10:53:32 No.25756327

Same bro
>go to enby event
>theyfabs everywhere
>they just assume I'm a theyfab too
Uncomfy vibes

Card !jHyPHNoKGY 05/12/22(Thu)10:56:15 No.25756346 >>25756376 >>25759310

File: IMG_2022-04-04-15-41-07-418.jpg (1.08 MB, 1944x2016)

>>25756319
>They should just be honest and say "XX chromosomes only".
I'll grow my stubble out a few days, show up with blue hair, and a binder and say
I'm FtM. You can't stop the Card.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)10:57:40 No.25756354 >>25758084

>>25754177 (OP)
It's so funny how simple it is to dispel the myth of "non-binary genders". When gender is expanded to
the point of meaning basically nothing and anyone can be anything they say they are we fall back to
using sex as a main distinguishing factor and non-binary women are considered women as much as a
cisgender woman. This is why non-binary men like OP will never be accepted in those spaces. If you
passed as a woman you wouldn't be having this problem. Transmedicalism is the only way to reliably
navigate the reality of the world around us.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)10:59:40 No.25756371

>>25756284
Scam Poets hate trans women more than anyone else
>kicked out of the slam poetry the first time I wore a dress ever in my life
Lol

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)11:00:41 No.25756376

>>25756346
weird al

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:22:12 No.25757475 >>25757486

>>25755060
>>25755810
What about femme presenting MtFs?

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶

▶
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:23:26 No.25757486

>>25757475
Femme presenting mtfs are women

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:33:58 No.25757565

>>25754276
kek

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:41:24 No.25757619 >>25757648 >>25757656

File: 1651995623172.png (7 KB, 432x370)

>>25754177 (OP)
>Be ftm youngshit gigapassoid
>Go to LGBT event alone
>People won't stop staring at me, straight up glaring
>Walk up to ftm wearing trans flag as a cape
>Can literally feel the people turn around to stare at me in silence
>Get nervous and walk away without saying anything

>Somebody claps and laughs, another person says "wow that would've been a shit show"

I only wanted to ask the pooner where he got his flag from

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:43:37 No.25757637

>>25754177 (OP)
Yes they were uncomfortable because you are a fucking man and you were at a women’s event. There
is no such thing as “nonbinary”. It has as much weight as someone saying “some people are on the
Red Team and some people are on the Gold Team and I’m on Gold Team”. It’s completely
meaningless and fictional. It goes away as soon as people stop believing in it.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:45:13 No.25757648 >>25757728

>>25757619
confused. what wouldve been the shitshow

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:45:49 No.25757656 >>25757728 >>25758015

>>25757619
ftm passoids (especially the straight ones) are probably the least lgbt of all lgbts. passsoidphobia!

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:48:36 No.25757693

>>25754177 (OP)
"allies" doing shit like this should make enbies mad but it seems that they themselves don't seem to
truly believe in their own identity. at least some of the do i guess. dividing enbies by sex is stupid

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:50:56 No.25757725

>>25756284
love it bro, keep doing your thing
07

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:51:13 No.25757728 >>25758086
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

File: 1495141537836.jpg (168 KB, 1280x720)

>>25757648
I look like someone who would be more likely to try to attack a gay man, not go to
a LGBT event to be an ally

Picrel, me back then
>>25757656
I have wet dreams about impregnating men and impregnating women, as well as being impregnated
and being a masculine futa. That's at least a 5/6 on the Kinsey scale considering I am not attracted to
women

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:54:26 No.25757754 >>25757781

What exactly stops a cis man from pretending to be an ftm? Is it the different gait because of the dick
and balls? Do packers need to be rearranged like testicles?

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:56:08 No.25757771

>>25756284
holy based

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:56:50 No.25757781 >>25757791

>>25757754
A couple of millimeters of bone

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:57:52 No.25757791 >>25757896

>>25757781
Women are too stupid to realize that though.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)13:59:49 No.25757822

>>25754177 (OP)
Nonbinary. Is utter contrived confused chain of delusion causing chaos. That sense of
uncomfortableness that's nature judging, that's nature looking at you and wondering what the fuck are
you doing because this is not healthy...

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:07:18 No.25757896 >>25757906

>>25757791
It's a subconscious thing, you just know

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:08:10 No.25757906 >>25757965

>>25757896
Women don’t have a subconscious.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:14:28 No.25757965 >>25757976 >>25758001

>>25757906
No, anon, you're thinking of an internal monologue, it's impossible to be a breathing creature on earth
and not have a subconscious, even lizards and bugs have a subconscious
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:15:14 No.25757976 >>25758064

>>25757965
NTA I want to eat lizards and bugs more than I want to eat women what does this mean.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:17:43 No.25758001

>>25757965
Women are more vegetable than animal.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:18:49 No.25758015

>>25757656
Nah, that would be bisexuals

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:24:08 No.25758056

>>25756284
Looks like ben shaprio

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:24:51 No.25758064 >>25758117 >>25758182

>>25757976
It means you're a chicken or possibly some other kind of medium sized carnivorous bird

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:26:28 No.25758084 >>25759192

>>25756354
>It's so funny how simple it is to dispel the myth of "non-binary genders". When gender is expanded to
the point of meaning basically nothing and anyone can be anything they say they are we fall back to
using sex as a main distinguishing factor and non-binary women are considered women as much as a
cisgender woman. This is why non-binary men like OP will never be accepted in those spaces. If you
passed as a woman you wouldn't be having this problem. Transmedicalism is the only way to reliably
navigate the reality of the world around us.
It's because "non-binary" is a category of exclusion. It's nearly meaningless. People should instead
refer to the specific subsets of non-binary, like:

>femboy
>dickgirl/futa
>cuntboy
>genderfuck
>nullo/agender

the list goes on

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:26:31 No.25758086 >>25758114 >>25758267 >>25758396

>>25757728
You don't pass, your eyes have a very female moistness to them

Cis :v !!EVNkaABrTt9 05/12/22(Thu)14:28:46 No.25758110

>>25754177 (OP)
Don't you think this could be your insecurity? Why would people care about your presence among
everyone else that was there?
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>>

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:29:09 No.25758114

>>25758086
lol, you're nuts. if primed with the info they're ftm then yeah you can spot the femininity of the eyes but
they'll almost certainly pass in just about every situation. the hair, nose, jaw, facial hair, skin, and
eyebrows all signal "man". at worst they might just be seen as like a "prettyboy"

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:29:23 No.25758117

>>25758064
bok bok I suppose?

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:35:42 No.25758182

>>25758064
giwtwm

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:42:33 No.25758267 >>25758796 >>25758824 >>25759347

File: PXL_20220430_052423751~2.jpg (1.31 MB, 2464x3280)

>>25758086
Well damn, good thing I'm no longer 15 and not on
testosterone

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)14:55:56 No.25758396

>>25758086
Nice brainworms, sis.

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)15:36:00 No.25758773

>>25756284
rare incredibly based they/them

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)15:38:05 No.25758796 >>25758814

>>25758267
zamn he all dried up fr fr

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)15:39:40 No.25758814

>>25758796
i think im a dryhon ;_;

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)15:40:26 No.25758824 >>25759166

>>25758267
Handsome as fuck

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:11:50 No.25759166
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>>25758824
Let me peg you

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:13:39 No.25759192 >>25759257

>>25758084
femboys are just coping trannies and the other 4 only exist on twitter

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:18:16 No.25759257 >>25759272

>>25759192
dickgirls and cuntboys are very common, but then again also coping trannies (in this case not able to
have or don't want SRS, still they'd push "be born as girl" button any day)

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:19:37 No.25759272

>>25759257
I mean girl/boy button, of course cuntboys wouldn't have wished to be born as girls

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:23:11 No.25759310

>>25756346
Tell your barber to give you a fade, you look like brunette carrot top

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)16:26:55 No.25759347 >>25760006

>>25758267
Damn you turned out pretty good looking

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)17:26:00 No.25760006 >>25760259

>>25759347
Let me peg you

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)17:46:35 No.25760259 >>25760552

>>25760006
Ok :3c

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)17:56:00 No.25760366 >>25760734 >>25761978 >>25762795

File: original.jpg (120 KB, 1240x1242)

>be me
>mtf boymoder
>dressing more and more fem though
>live in small shitty semi big european city
>apparently there's a trans-cafe meetup every month
>go there thinking I can meet other young transwomen
>have someone to talk to and maybe trade tips and stuff
>friday comes, step into cafe

>6 out of 8 people there are over 50y old boomerhons
>1 cis woman organizer and 1 nonbinary afab
>"ok, no prejudice, maybe they're all really nice and stuff"
>old transwoman comes up to me
>wearing pantyhose on a hot day and asks if I'm wearing panties as the lines apparently show on my
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paperbag culotte
wew lad
drank one coffee, mainly spoke with the enby as she was quite nice, and then noped outta there lol

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)18:10:11 No.25760552

>>25760259
Drop stats
>ASL
>Height/weight
>Main fetishes

Anonymous 05/12/22(Thu)18:24:03 No.25760734 >>25762795

>>25760366
Hahahahahahaghahahahahahaha hons are so funny

charlotte !!nPL7jqcvebY 05/12/22(Thu)19:58:02 No.25761978

>>25760366
Haha there's actually one of these events in a city near me but I never went bc I thought it'd just be
boomerhons.
Then covid happened anyways and I haven't heard of it since thankfully.

Halogen Bulb !BZ5hl87Lfk 05/12/22(Thu)20:55:15 No.25762795
File: unknown3.jpg (15 KB, 400x299)

>>25760366
>>25760734
this is why i never go to any trans spaces where i live. it's always millennial
diaper wearing techhons

what i mean by that is
>some google employees invite me to google HQ to see what it's like working there
>walk into the shared workroom
>four or five hons sitting around a table wearing pajamas, typing away at their gay-sticker plastered
laptops.
>some have stubble, but all their PJs are pastel colored with designs little girls would wear on them
>obviously been on HRT for years but don't pass in the slightest
it smelled like AGP. i could fucking taste it in the air practically.

apparently the botnet is run by hons, who knew.

anyways, any adult related trans meetups would be chock full of them. there's nothing relatable about
them to me so it would be useless to talk to them about it i guess.
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